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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Region I
.

Report No. 50-293/81-14

Docket No. 50-293 2-

License No. DPR-35 Priority -- Category C

Licensee: Boston' Edison Company M/C Nuclear

800 Boylston Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02199

' Facility =Name: Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station

Inspection at: Plymouth, Massachusetts

Inspection conducted: June 21-26, 1981

Inspectors: b.L N d 5 #N W2.
R. L. Nimitz, Radiatfbn Specialist date signed

m =- - 5/ J'2,Approved by: c
E. G. Greenman, Chief, Facility-Radiological date* signed
Protection Section, Technical Inspection Branch

Inspection Summary:
Inspection on June 21-26, 1981 (Report No. 50-293/81-14)
Areas Inspected:_ Routine, unannounced inspection by one regional based inspector
of the licensee's implementation of NUREG-0578 " Category A" items including:
improved post-accident sampling, increased range of radiation monitors, improved
in plant iodine instrumentation, radiation shielding design review and conformance
with NRC Confirmatory Order dated January 2, 1980. The inspection involved 30
inspector-hours onsite by one region based inspector.
Results: Licensee action failed to conform with the published NRC Criteria in
connection with 4 of the 5 NUREG-0578 items inspected: (Item 2.1.8.a., Failure
to establish procedures for radiological and chemical analysis of primary
coolant samples under accident conditions and failure to establish procedures-

for collection, transport and radiological analysis of primary containment
atmosphere samples under accident conditions, see Paragraphs 4.a.(1) and
4.a.(2); Item 2.1.8.b.1., Failure to establish procedures to convert noble
gas effluent dose rates to curie release rates, see Paragraph 5.a; Item
2.1.8.b.2. , Failure to establish procedures for collection, transport and
analysis of iodine and particulate effluent sampling media, see Paragraph 5.b;
and, Item 2.1.8.c., Failure to establish provisions to detect the presence of

i radioiodine in the region of interest following an accident, see Paragraph 6).
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CETAILS
1. Persons Contacted

R. Fairbanks, TMI Project Manager
* E. Graham, Senior Plant Engineer

W. R. Hoey, Senior Radiction Protection Engineer
G. Lafond, Instrumentation and Control Supervisor

* R. D. Machon, Nuclear Operations Manager
* J. Seery, On-Site Safety and Performance Group Leader

J. A. Smith, Instrumentation and Control Supervisor
* R. A. Smith, Chemistry Supervisor
* P. Smith, Chief Technical Engineer
* T. Soden, Environmental and Radiological Health and SafetyGroup Leader

T. M. Thurston, TMI Project Engineer
* A. R. Trudeau, Chief Radiological Engineer
* E. Zemanski, Management Services Group Leader
* J. R. Johnson, USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, Pilgrim Station

* identifies those individuals attenting the exit interview on June 261981.
,

Tne inspector also talked with and interviewed other licensee emplo
including members of the health physics and chemistry staff yees,

2. .

Inspection Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this inspection was to review the licensee's impleme t ti
of certain recommendations provided in NUREG-0578, "TMI-2 Lessons Learnedna on
Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations"
tions reviewed were among those designated in NUREG-0578 as " CatThe recommenda-.

items and dealt with:
increased range of radiation monitors, Item 2.1.8.b ; and improv dimproved post accident sampling, Item 2.1.8.a.;

egory A"

in plant iodine instrumentation, Item 2.1.8.c. ~ In addition
. e,

conclusions resulting from performance of the radiation and shield desig, the licensee's
review, Item 2.1.6.b., were also reviewed. n

Clarifications and additional requirements providad in NRC docume t
issued subsequent to publication of NUREG-0578 were also ns
the review. utilized during

The licensee's current reactor water sampling station

sink, and the effluent monitoring equipment, which are to be relied onused in accident situations pending completion of a post-accident sampli
, which is to be

ng

during accident situations, were examined during the inspection
.
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3. General. - -

a. NUREG-0578

-As a result of the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) and the
Tsignificant safety concerns identified subsequent to the accident,
the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. (NRR) established a
Lessons Learned Task Force to identify and evaluate safety concerns
brought to light by the TMI accident. The findings and recommendations
of the Lessons Learned Task Force were published in July 1979 as
NUREG-0578.

As nuted previously, NUREG-0578 recommended that post-accident
sampling be improved-(Section 2.1.8.a., radiation monitor ranges be
increased (Section 2.1.8.b., and in plant iodine instrumentation be
upgraded 2.1.8.c.).

Subsequent to the. issuance of NUREG-0578, the NRC provided, in
.

letters dated September 13, 1979, and October 30, 1979, additional
clarifications and requirements. The NUREG-0578 recommendations
were divided into " Category A" items to be implemented by January 1,
1980 and " Category B" items to be implemented by January 1,1981.
On January 2,.1980, an immediately effective Confirmatory Order was
-issued to appropriate licensees to confirm their commitment to.
implement the applicable NUREG-0578 Category A items. Such an order

-was issued to. Boston Edison Company.

.The applicable portions of the " clarifications and requirements"
concerning the_above items, the required completion dates, and the
licensee's commitments for implementation are summarized and presented
below.

b. NRC Letter dated September 13, 1979
1

-The-September 13, 1979 letter, which was issued to all operating
-Nuclear Power Plants from the Acting Director, Division of Operating
Reactors, NRR, stated:

" ...we have concluded-that all operating reactor licensees -

should begin to implement the actions contained in NUREG-0578...as
soon as possible. Accordingly, please submit within 30 days of
. receipt of this letter, your commitment to meet these requirements

. on the implementation schedule contained in Enclosure 6."

Enclosure 6 to the NRC's September 13, 1979 letter contains the
following:

__
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Section- EAbbreviated-
1 ENo. '

Position ImplementationV
Title Description' Cateaory_ a

2.1.8/a. Post-Accident Design review . A' Sampling' .compiete
_

~

eparation of.

Arevised procedures,

Implement plant-
- modifications B:

,.
. Description of
i' proposed ~ As

modi fication
, . '2.1.8.b. High Range- Installation B

i
Radiation Monitors Complete

2.l.8.c. Improved Iodine Complete A

~

1 Instrumentation Implementationh ..

" Category A:
Implementation -complete by January 1,1980, or
prior to OL, whichever is later.

Category B:
Implementation-complete by January 1,1981.

',Theiseptember 13 lette ,further. states: ..

"I0ther' Review' Areas
. . ~

Enclosure-7~ outlines the requirements developed to date, re-
.,
o.

sulting from the staff's Emergency . Preparedness Studies.
Enclosure 8 provides the implementation schedules for the

.

emergency preparedness requirements which, you will note,
includes three of the Lessons Learned Topics. We also require
that you provide commitments to comply with each of the require-'\
ments of Enclosure 7 in accordance with the implementation
schedules shown in Enclosure 8.

, <

t
-

-included in your letter due in 30 daysSuch commitments should be1etter...." of receipt of this-

. y' "

-The pertinent Section-of Enclosure.7 to the NRC's September
-

, letter states in'part: 13, 1979

1

- "Our near term requirements in this effort are as follows:
..

,

1

t
L'

. a ,a .:u- a .-
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- ~-- L(2) Assure .the -implementation o'f the related recommendations
of the Lessons' Learned TaskJForce involving instrumentation
to1 follow the. course of antaccident and relate the. infer:ma-
tion' provided 'by this instrumentation to the emergency.
elan action levels. This willLincluda instrumentation for
cost-accident' sampling, high range radioactivity monitors,
and improved in plant.radioiodine instrumentation...."

.The pertinent Section _ of Enclosure 8 to the Scptember 13, 1979
letter states 'in part:

"NEAR TERM EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS IMPROVEMENTS
IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

. Implementation

Item Cateaory

2. Implement certain short-term actions
recommended by Lesson Learned ' Task
Force and use these in action level
criteria.

2.1.8.a Post-accident sampling
Design review complete- A
Preparatior, of revised procedures A
Implement plant modifications B

Description of proposed
' modification A

2.1.8.b. High. range radioactivity monitors
Methods for estimating release A

,

High range monitors B

2.1.8.c. Improved..in plant iodine
instrumentgtion A

1# Category A: Implementation prior to OL or by
January 1, 1980 (See'NUREG-0578)

Categ:ry B: Implementation by January 1, 1981."

NOTE:
~

:NUREG-0737. Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements issued
November 1930, changed the implementation cate for 2.1.8.b., High
Range Monitors (noble' gas, iodine / particulate, and containment high
range, to January 1,1982).

c. Licensee Latter dated October 19. 1979

The licensee replied to the NRC's September 13, 1979 letter with a
letter dated October 19, 1979 (BECo Ltr #79-206), one portion of
which stated:
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" ...We are attempting in our planning to meet category A items
before the beginning of the'rext Pilgrim Statior, operating
cycle. Each NUREG-0578 position ard our response i', addressed
in the attachment to this ictter. Our planning to meet this
tight time schedule is unde-way. h'e will advise you if it is
determined that any of the planned changes required by NUREG-0578
positions cannot be achieved on this schedule.

. _

In addition, the referenced letter requests that we meet the
requirements of Euclosure 7 in accordance with the implementation
schedules shown in Enc?osure 8. As stated above, we will
advise you if we determine that we are unable to -:st any of
the implementation schedults shown in Enclosure 8...."

The appropriate statements in the encicsure to the licensee's October
19, 1979 letter are as follows:

NRC Category A Requirement Licensee Response

2.1.8.a.

Design review complete " Reactor coolant and
cortainment atmosphere

Preparation of procedures sampling systems will be
reviewed.. The review

Description of proposed will consider procedural
Modification and/or hardware modifi-

cations to achieve the
desired results and will
be completed by 1/1/80.
Modifications if required
will be identified and
a plan to complete them
will be transmitted

i t6 the NRC."

2.1.8.b.

Methods for Estimating "The requirements of
Releases position 2.1.8.b items

1, 2 and 3 (NUREG 0578,
~ Section 2.1.8.b. position

items)* will be imple-
mented."

.

'

* parenthetical phrase a'dded for clarification of item cross-reference.t

r

a '
.

3 .

s
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2.1.8 a >

Complete implementation "1. The requirements
of 2.1.8.c will be
implemented.

,

2. Procedures wi,11.be
be developed to accurate-
ly determine in plant
iodine concentrations."

1 4. Post Accident Sampling, Item 2.1.8.a.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementation of the NUREG-0578
Item 2.1.8.a., Category A requirements, including the licensee's imple-
mentation of the subsequent clarifications and additional requirements
provided in'the NRC September 13, 1979 and October 30, 1979 letters.

NUREG-0578 Item 2.1.8.a. , Post-Accident Sampling Capability

This item dealt with the necessity to take, handle and analyze highly
radioactive samples of the reactor coolant and the containment atmosphere
while, at the same time, maintaining personnel exposure as low as reasonably
achievable and below- specified maximum values. Chemical and radiological
analyses were specified and the time within which collection and analyses
were to be completed was ~ set forth.

In_an October 30, 1979 letter which was issued to all operating nuclear
power plants by the Director,-Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
further clarification of NRC staff requirements was provided with regard
to 2.1.8.a.. Category.A items. The enclosures to this letter more precisely

2 . defined the analysis. capabilities required for both primary coolant and
containment atmosphere samples,'(see also Section 4.b of this report).
An enclosure stated, in-part:, s ;

. ;L

"... In addition to the radiological analyses, certain chemical analy~ses
are necessary for monitoring reactor conditions. Procedures shall
be provided to perform boron and chloride chemical analyses assuming
a highly radioactive initial sample (Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4
source _ term). Both analyses shall be capable of being completed
promptly; i.e., the boron sample analysis witnin an hour and the
chloride sample analysis within a shift... Plant procedures for the
handling and analysis of s3mples, minor plant modifications for
taking samples and a design review and procedural modifications (if
necessary) shall be completed by Janusry 1, 1980..."

7
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This enclosure listed matters which were to be considered in the design
review. It also specified the provisions which should be included in the
licensee's radiological sample analysis capability. These included
provisions to:

identify and quantify isctopes of previously listed nuclide categories-

to a specified sensitivity

dilute samples where necessary to provide capability for measurement-

and reduction of personnel exposure

- restrict background to provide a specified ecror value

maintain plant procedures which identify the analysis required,-

measurement techniques and provisions for reducing background.

The enclosure further stated:

.. In performing the review of sampling and analysis capability, con-"

sideration shall be given to personnel occupational exposure.
Procedural changes and/or plant modifications must assure that it
shall be possible to obtair. and analyse a sample while incurring a
radiation dose to any individual that is as low as reasonably achie-
vable and not in excess of GDC-19..."

The licensee replied to the October 30 letter in a letter dated November
21, 1979, (BECo Ltr #19-241). With regard to item 2.1.8.a., the attach-
ment to the licensee's letter stated:

"A design review of the existing reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere sampling stations, the spectrum analysis facilities, and
the wet chemistry analysis facilities indicate that samples could
not be collected o analyzed under the postulated accident conditions
and stay within the defined personnel exposure criteria.

Conceptual design modifications are being develnped by the BWR
Owners' Group and the resultant proposals will be adapted for imple-
-mentation by Boston Edison at Pilgrim Station. Justification will
be provided if this cannot be achieved on schedule."

Primary Coolant Sampling (Inspection Findings}a.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's current post-accident primary
coolant sampling station, and selectively reviewed the licensee's
procedures for operation of this station in taking, handling erd
analyzing, radiological and chemical samples.

The procedures reviewed were:
.

.

_ _ - . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Procedure 'No. 7.8.4', Revision 0, " Sampling Primary Coolant-

Under Accident Conditions," dated 5/2/80

PNPS Procedure No. 7.3.40, Revision 0, " Reactor Water Isotopic,"-

-

dated 1/18/80 .

PNPS Procedure-No. 7.1.41, Revision 1, " Chloride-High Concen --

tration," dated 2/4/81

The inspection revealed that on May 2, 1980, the licensee established
Procedure No. 7.8.4 However, this. procedure was determined to
provide limited guidance for collection and handling of a reactor
coolant sample and the procedure did not appear to meet the intent
aof the October 30, 1979 NRC letter to all operating Nuclear Power,

Plants in that:

the procedure did not identify and provide instructions for-

important aspects of the sampling operation including: identi-
fication of the sample collection vials to be used and their
location, the amount of sample to be collected, the actual
method for collection, required actions to minimize personnel
extremity exposure during sample vial capping, and required
briefings . prior to entry or other health physics guidelines
such as the need for airborne radioactivity sampling;

the review of the procedure and questioning of licensee repre--

sentatives involved in its development and use indicated that
no evaluation had been performed to ensure that personnel could
collect and transport the. sample without exceeding allowable
dose. limitations, with the shielding and sample pig provided.
Although the procedure referenced a second procedure, 6.1.204,

- '" Exposure. Upgrades", no definitive guidance was included in the
procedure for allowable dose rates, e.g. , skin, -extremity, or
whole body, to akhich personnel could be subjected. These
allowable dose rrates .used in conjunction with sample. collection,
handling and transport times would provide assurance that the
sample could be obtained without exposures in excess of those
specified.

Regarding radiological analysis procedures, the licensee had no
procedures which dealt with the analysis of highly radioactive
reactor coolant samples under accident conditions. . Although the
licensee had procedures in place for routine sample analyses, they
were not consistent with the guidance provided in the October 30,
1979 letter in that:

______ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ - -
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the procedures did not provide for' identification and quantifica--

tion of.previously-listed nuclide categories to a specified
sensitivity under accident conditions

the procedures did not provide, for dilution of samples where-

necessary under accident conditions to provide for measurement
and for reduction of personnel exposure

the procedures did not provide for restriction in background to-

provide a specified error value
a

the procedures did not provide considerations to keep personnel-

exposure as low as reasonably achievable and below GDC-19.

In addition, the licensee's chemical analysis procedures dealt with
routine samples and provided no guidance or instructions for accident
situations.

Further, in discussing training of chemical technicians for handling
and analysis of high level, (i.e., hundreds of rem /hr) samples, the
Chemical Technician and the Senior Chenical Engineer indicated that
no training had been given in handling accident level samples.

The inspector noted that the Chemical Technicians handled and analyzed
. routine samples with contact radiation dose rates of several hundred
millirem /hr during. routine operations. However, no training in
special techniques for handling high radiation level samples was
provided. This was acknowledged by the Chemistry Technician inter-<

~ viewed.

In discussing training of the Chemistry Technicians in procedure
7.8.4 for sampling primary coolant under accident conditions, the
licensee's Chemistry Supervisor stated that a copy of the procedure was
given to the technicians duringiJune of 1981. However, no documen-
tation was available to indicat'e that the technicians had received
training in this procedure prior to the June 1981 date.

The failure to establish procedures for chemical and radiological
analysis of post-accident primary coolant samples as required by the
October 30, 1979 NRR letter to all operating Nuclear Power Plants,
and the failure to place and maintain the facility in cold shutdown
or refueling mode constitutes an example of noncompliance with the
January 2, .1980 NRC Confirmatpry Order (50-293/81-14-01).

b. Containment Atmosphere Sampling (Inspection Findings)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's primary containment atmosphere
sampling station and selectively reviewed the licensee's procedures
for operation of this station, for taking, handling and radiological
analysis of samples,

i

e

______ -___
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The procecures reviewed were: '

Procedure No. 6.1-204, Revision 1, " Exposure Upgrades"-

.

- PNPS Procedure No. 7.4.17, Revision 3, "Drywell Leak Detection
Moniter (C-19)."

The inspection of post-accide.it containment atmosphere sampling
indicated that, although the facility was operating, between May 5,
1980 and N:vember- 28,'1980 the licensee had no procedures dealing
with taking, _ transporting or analyzing samples of the containment
atmosphere under accident conditions. This was identified during
an inspection conducted October 1-30, 1980 (Inspection Report No,

t: 50-293/80-29).

As a result of' this finding, a letter was issued on November 18,
1980 from S. H. Grier,~ Director of Region I, to A. V. Morisi, Nuclear
Operations Support Manager to confirm the licensee's intent to
implement corrective actions. The letter stated, in part:

" With regard to the matters discussed, we understand that you
will perform the following:

1. Implement station approved procedure (s) for taking
and handling a containment atmospheric sample by
November 28, 1980...."

On November 28,.1980, Nuclear Operations Department Procedure No.
7.4.17, "Drywell Leak Detection Monitor (C-19)," was revised by a

- pen-and-ini change to item B.3 and by a pen-and-ink addition of item
B.17, in a:cordance with existing plant procedures covering temporary
changes to procedures. The Operational Review Committee subsequently
reviewed'a-d approved the new form of this procedure in accordance
with existing requirements. These changes aiere ride to a single
copy of the procedures kept in the control .Foom. This was also in
accordance with established plant procedures. Section I of the,

procedure states:

" PURp0SE

The purpose of this procedure is to provide instructions for
the proper servicing and calibration of the drywell leak detection
moniter (C-19) in order to assure that the applicable Technical
Specification is complied with."

The contents of the procedure were consistent with this purpose.

The changed form of item B.3 is as follows. The material underlined
was added on November 28, 1980.

_

~ - --mm-m - ---s _.. --_--_.-- - - - , _ .---
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"3. Cut off and remove the. particulate filter paper from the
-feed roll'to the take-up spool and place in a plastic bag.
Label it according to sample ID, time and date."

The addedzitem B.17.a reads: . " Analyze the particulate filter paperx

in accordance with Section VIII.B.3 of Procedure 7.3.25 "

Section VIII.B.3 contained instructions for counting and analysis
that were. appropriate for samples obtained during routine operations.
The instructions were not appropriate for samples taken during
accident conditions where a sample could contain curies of activity.
The review of the procedure indicated'neither this procedure nor
procedure 7.4.17 contained any instructions or guidance or even
information which would allow the individuals using them to keep
their exposures as low as reasonably achievable or within the maximum
specified doses. This was also true of the instructions regarding
removal and analysis of the charcoal cartridge in the monitor.

The Chemistry Supervisor instituted the practice of having the
revised procedure 7.4.17 carried out once a week. However, the
technicians carrying out the work, were not told that the procedure
was also to be used in the event of an emergency. One technician
who carried out the. work stated that he considered 7.4.17 to be a

. procedure to cover routine activities, altSough he could see how it
might be used during an emergency.

This failure to establish procedures for handling and analyzing
samples of the containment atmosphere under emergency conditions, as

. required by the October 30, 1979 NRR letter to all Operating Nucleare

Power PlantsLand constitutes an example of the failure to place and
i maintain the facility in cold shutdown or refueling mode constitutes

noncompliance with the January 2,1980 NRC confirmatory Order
(50-293/81-14-02) .

,

.5. IncreasedRangeofRadiationMoni5 ors, Item 2.1.8.b.'

"
- The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementaticn of tha NUREC-0578

Item 2.1.8.b.,-Category A requirements, including the licensee's imple-
mentation of the subsequent clarifications and additional requirements
provided in the NRC's September 13, 1979 and Octobe- 30, 1979 letters.>

This item, dealing with increased range of radiation monitors, provided
the: licensee with minimum acceptable r.anges of instruments and stated
that capability for effluent monitoring of radioactivity was to be accom-,

plished through the use of noble gas effluent monitors and iodine sampling
with charcoal or other media. This item also called for two independent,

-in-containment radiation level monitors.!

i

1 s
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Doble Gas Effluent Monitors, Item 2.1.8.b.1.a.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's high range noble gas monitor::
and selectively reviewed the licensee's procedures for calibrationand operation of the monitors.

The procedures reviewed were:
-

Procedure No. TP 80-84, Revision 0, "High-Range Effluent Monitor
-

R/hr to uti/sec Conversions," dated 11/28/80

PNPS Procedure No. 7.4.29, Revision 0, " Source Calibration of
-

General Atomic High-Range Noble Gas Monitors," dated 5/20/81
-

PNPS Procedure No. 5.7.2.23, Revision 0, "Use of Offsite DoseRate Nomograms," dated 4/1/81(

With regard to item 2.1.8.b. , the attachment to the NRC October 30,
1979 letter provided clarification of the need for increased range
of radiation monitors and discussed radiciodine and particulate
release monitors (see Section 5.b. of this report). The enclosurestated in part:

"1. Radiological Noble Gas Effluent Monitors

A. January 1,1980 Requirements

until final implementation in January 1,1981, all
operating reactors must provide, by January 1, 1980,
an interim method for quantifying high level releases
which meets the requirements of Table 2.1.8.b.1...
Methods are to be developed to quantify release rates
of up to 10,000 Ci/sec for noble gases from all
potential release points...."

The table which dealt with both noble gas and radioiodine releasesis set forth below:

" TABLE 2.1.8.b.1.

INTERIM PROCEDURES FOR QUANTIFYING HIGH LEVEL

ACCIDENTAL RADI0 ACTIVITY RELEASES

Licensees are. to implement procedures for estimating noble gas
and radioiodine release rates if the existing effluent instrumen-tation goes off scale.

!

_
.

_
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- -Examples of major elements of a highly radioactive effluent
release special procedure (noble gas).

- Preselected location to measure radiation from the exha'ust
'

air, e.g., exhaust duct or sample line.

- Provide shielding to minimize background interference. =

- Use of an installed monitor (preferable) or dedicated portable
monitor (acceptable) to measure the radiation.

r .

- Predetermined calculational method to convert the radiation
level to radioactive effluent release rate."

As indicated above, by January 1,1980, all operating reactors were
. required to provide an interim method for quantifying high level

^

releases. By January 1, 1981, the licensee was required to provide
high range noble gas effluent monitors, with specified capabilities
and characteristics.

During the previously mentioned inspection No. 50-293/80-29, it was
discovered.that, as of November, 1980 (7 months after restart),
there-were no procedures for quantifying release rates, based on
radiation levels sensed by the licensee's newly installed noble gas
effluent monitors for the Turbine Building, the Reactor Building
vents and for the Main Stack monitors. This matter was also dealt
within the letter of November 18, 1980, (discussed in paragraph 4.b)
which confirmed that appropriate approved procedures would be imple-
mented by November 28, 1980.

Temporary. procedures were approved and implemented in November and
remained in effect until April 1981, when they were replaced with
properly approved and permanent procedures.

During March 1981, the licensee retired existing emergency procedures
and issued new procedures to meet the April 1, 1981 Emergency Plan
Implementation date discussed in 10 CFR 50.54. At that time the
resident inspector was told by the licensee that each detector
geometry was in accord with the assumptions underlying the calcula-
tions in.the new procedures.

A review of high range noble gas monitor placement by the resident
'

- . inspector, during late 1980 and early 1981 indicated that the Main
Stack and Reactor Building high range noble gas monitors were installed
in April of 1980, but the detectors were not installed in the appro-
priate locations. Both detectors were installed on the sample
lines, not on duct work, as had been specified. Proper placement
was essential, because the duct geometry was used in the calculations
of release rate.

L

~- .

__ __ -- _ _ _ - _
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Some time during the summer of 1980 the licensee identified the
improper placement of the Main Stack high range noble gas monitor,
and subsequently placed it in the proper location. The temporary
procedure developed for calculating releases from this point, which
was issued in November of 1980 was correct for this detector geometry.

Regarding the Reactor Building vent high range noble gas monitor,
the . temporary-procedure established by the licensee, was inadequate
from the date of issue (November 28,1980) throuch approximately
February 1931, in that the pro'cedure was written for a detector,

~ located on the exhaust duct and not the sample line. The detector
. was subsequently moved to correspond. to the geometry for which the
i procedures were written.

Regarding the Turbine Building high range noble gas monitor, no
~ procedure existed for converting monitor readings (in mR/hr) to
curies /sec until November 28, 1980, when the procedure was implemented.

Duri_ng a review of the method used to determine noble gas activity,
which could be released from the Turbine Building, the inspector
determined that'a hemispheric volume source was used as the assumed
activity seen by the detector. The detector was positioned approxi-
mately 20-30 feet off the Turbine Floor and was attached to a wall.

The-method used for calculating the release rate from the Turbine
Building is, however, in question, in that: 1) the major portion of
the air "seen" by the detector is drawn to elevations below the
turbine and is not released from the release points being monitored;

:o ~ 2) the detector is mounted in close proximity to the turbine deck
air supply ducts whose discharge would serve to " dilute" the sample
"seen" by the detector; and 3) the detector is mounted on an I-beam

'

l'-
which appears to partially shield the detector, from the sample-

"seen" by the detector.

The failure to establish procedures for quantifying high level
releases of noble gases and radiciodines as required by the October
30, 1979 NRR letter to all Operating Nuclear Power Plants and the

. failure to place and maintain the facility in cold shutdown or
refueling :rede constitutes an example of noncompliance with the
January 2,1980 NRC Confirmatory Order. (50-293/81-14-03)

b. Iodine and Particulate Monitoring. Item 2.1.8.b.2.

-The ' inspector reviewed the licensee's provisions for collection,
handling and analysis of iodine and particulate samples of plant
gaseous effluents.

'-
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The procedure reviewed was:

PNPS Procedure No. 7.3.25, Revision 5, " Particulate and Iodine-

Monitoring at the Itain Stack and the Reactor Building Vent,"'

dated 5/12/79.

With reaard to item 2.1.8.b.2., the enclosure to the NRC's October
30, 1979 letter provided a discussion of radioiodine and particulate
release nanitoring. The attachment stated in part:

"2. Radiciodir.e and Par ticulate Effluents

A. For January 1,1980 tiie licensee should provide the
following:

1. System / Method description including:

a) Instrumentation to be used for analysis of,

the sampling media with discussion on
methods used to correct for potentially
interfering background levels of radioac-
tivity.

b) Monitoring / sampling location.

c) Method to be used for retrieval and handling
of sampling media to minimize occupational
exposure.

d) Method to be used for data analysis of
individual radionuclides in the presence of
high levels of radioactive noble gases.

e) If normal AC power is used for sample
collection and analysis equipment,.an
alternate back-up power supply should be
provided. If DC power is used, the source
should be capable of providing continuous
read-out for 7 consecutive days.,

2. Procedures for conducting all aspects of the
measurement analysis including:

a) Minimizing occupational exposure

b) Calculational methods for determining
release rates

c) Procedures for dissemination of information

d) Calibration and frequency and technique."

.
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The attachment further stated:

"... For assessing radiciodine and particulate releases, special
procedures must be developed for the removal and analysis of
the radiotodine/ particulate sampling media (i.e., charcoal
canister / filter paper). Existing sampling locations are expected
to be adequate; however, special procedures for retrieval and
analysis of the sampling media under accident conditions (e.g.,
high air and surface contamination and direct radiation levels)
are needed...."

By January 1, 1981, the licensee was required to have the capability
to continuously sample and provide onsite analysis of the sampling

i media for radioiodine and particulate effluents.
P

The inspection of the above item indicated that as of June 26, 1981,
[ the licen>ee had not estabitsbed procedures for retrieval or analysis

of particulate and iodine sampling media under accident conditions.
The licensee only had procedures for this activity during routine
operations. The licensee's routine procedure provided no guidance
for transport of the sampling media, to minimize occupational exposure.
Further, the licensee's routine analysis procedures provided no
guidance for minimizing occupational exposure, nor did they provide
guidance for analyzing high activity air sampling media.

This failure to establish procedures for retrieval, handling and
analysisoof radiciodine and particulate sampling media under accident
conditions, as required by the October 30, 1979 NRR letter to all
Operating Nuclear Power Plants and the failure to place and maintain
the facility in cold shutdown or refueling mode constitutes non-
compliance with the January 2,1980 NRC Confirmatory Order. (50-293/
81-14-04)

6. Improved In-Plant Iodine Instrumentation, Item 2.1.8.c.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's implementation of the NUREG-0578
Item 2.1.8.c. , Category A requirements, including the licensee's imple-
n'entation of the subsequent clarifications and additional requirements
provided in the September 13, 1979 and October 30, 1979 letters.

NbREG-0578 Item 2.1.8.c. required that licensees provide equipment,
training and procedures for accurately determining the airborne iodine
concentration in areas within the facility where personnel may be present
during an accident.

Procedures reviewed were:

- PNPS Procedure No. 5.1.2.20, Revision 0, "In-Plant I-131 Sanv aing
and Analysis Under Emergency Conditions," dated 5/2/30

- - ._. ..
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PNPS Procedure No. 5.7.2.19, Revision 0, "In-Plant I-131 Air Sampling
-

and Analysis," dated 4/1/81

' With regard to item 2.1.8.c., the enclosure to the NRC's October 30, 1979
letter -stated the reasons why portable -instruments were necessary formonitoring airborne iodine levels. This discussion further emphasized
the concept presented in NUREG-0578, that it was essential to have a~

reasonably accurate determination of the concentrations of iodine to
which' personnel dealing with the incident are exposed. The enclosurefurther stated:

" Iodine Filters and Measurement Techniques

A. The following are short-term recommendations and shall be
implemented by the licensee by January 1,1980. The licensee
shall have the capability to accurately detect the-presence.of
iodine in the region of interest following an accident. This
can be ~ accomplished by using a portable or cart-mounted iodine
sampler with attached single channel analyzer...

B. By, January .1, 1981:

The licensee shall have the capability to remove the sampling
cartridge to a low background, low contamination area for
further analysis... The licensee-shall have the capability to
measure accurately the iodine concentrations present~cn these -

samples. and effluent charcoal samples under accident conditions."

In the letter dated November 21, 1979
October 30 letter regarding item 2.1.8.c.the licensee responded to the NRC's
letter the licensee stated: In an attachment to the

"We take' exception to the first recommendation, i.e., a portable
cart with attached single channel analyzer. The detector shielding
required to perform sample analysis in the presence of dose rates to
be encountered under accident condi' ions.would make movement of thecart extremely cumbersome and slow... In lieu of the above recom-

~

mendation, we propose to use portable vacuum pumps with a particulate
filter and charcoal or silver zeolite cartridge. The samples would

.

then be removed to a low background area for analysis (thus, satisfying
the 1-1-81 recommendation)...

-

.

f''i 4---,
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k|e feel full implementation of improved in plant routine ins rumen-
tation under accident conditions including associated training and
procedures can be implemented before commencement of the next operatingcycle."

The inspection of licensee implementation of item 2.1.8.c. indicated that
the licensee did establish a procedure on May 2, 1980 (3 days prior to
the reactor startup for-the next operating cycle) for in plant iodine
sampling and analysis under accident conditions.
which apparently was in place until approximately March 1981, did notThis procedure, however,
meet the requirements of the NRC's October 30, 1979 clarification letter
in that the procedure did not provide the licensee with the capability to
accurately detect the presence of iodine at the point of interest, withoutrecourse to counting at a separate location.

The procedure established by the licensee provided for collection of air
samples with a vacuum pump and subsequeat analysis of the sample at the
licensee's whole body counter, which was located outside and away fromthe Reactor Building.
1, 1981 requirements. This proceoure did appear to satisfy the January

On or about March,1981, the licensee revised his in plant iodine sampling
procedure to remove use of the whole body counter for cartridge analysis
and to incorporate the use of a single channel analyzer.
satisified the January 1,1980 and January 1,1981 requirements.This procedure

7. Shielding Review (Item 2.1.6.b.)

During the course of this inspection, a limited review was performed of
the licensee's radiation and shielding design review for post-accidentvital area access.

The licensee's design review, as recommended by
NUREG-0578, was to be completed by January 1,1980, and was to identify
vital areas where personnel occupancy might be unduly limited or safety
equipment atght be unduly degraded by the radiation fields during post-accident op.trations of these systems.

The inspector primarily reviewed data which provided a basis for the
licensee's determination nf accessibility to the Reactor Building for the
and sampling media to evaluate particulate and iodine releases. purpose of collection of samples of drywell atmosphere, primary coolant,
The review indicated the licensee had performed a design review as recom-mended by NUREG-0578 Item 2.1.6.b.

April 4,1980 letter (BECo Ltr #80-54) to the Director, Office of NuclearThe review, discussed in the licensee'sReactor Regulation,

would be practically precluded for the first thirty days following anindicated access to most areas of the Reactor Buildingaccident. The letter also indicated that due to significant radiaticn
levels from the major Core Spray discharge piping, shielding would impreve
accessibility to the Reactor Building at elevations 23' and 51' and wnuld j

the event of an accident of a magnitude less than that analyzedafford more immediate access to general areas of the Reactor Ca11 ding in
.

n
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The inspector's discussio'ns with licensee "TMI' project" representatives
and licensee onsite' personnel _ indicated that, based on the information

-

areas in:the Reactor Building that would be entered for collection ofavailable to the onsite personnel resulting from this design review, thesamples would be "~ 100 R/hr".
The licensee's Chemistry Supervisor

. indicated he was under the impression that the areas to be entered wouldbe inaccessible.

Basedontheaboveinformatiohnoextensiveeffortwasmadebythe
licensee:to improve the likelihood of entry into the Reactor Building forsample-collection.

The licensee did provide a moveable shield at the
" pig" for transporting the sample. primary coolant sample sink, for use during sample collection and a small

However, no evaluation had bien
performed to determine if these devices would preclude personnel exposure
in excess of allowable limits during primary coolant sample collectionhandling, and transport.
long term . task of installation of a Post Accident Sample Station forThe licensee, rather, focused attention on the

,

collection of high level samples.

Subsequent evaluations' performed by the licensee to provide more concise
radiation dose rate information for system performance evaluat' ions,
. indicated air doses in the Reactor Building would reach maximum levels of
640 rem /hr.(whole body) and approximately 600 rem /hr (skin) within 5hcurs post accident.

8. LConfirmatory Order.

On January 2,1980, the Commission issued a Confirmatory Order to Boston' Edison. The first paragraph of the cover letter stated:

"The Commission today has- issued the enclosed Confirmatory Order for-the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.
.as stated in you letters dated October 19 and NovemberThis Order confirms your commitment,

2.1.7.a.) prior to plant opera; tion after Januaryimplement all " Category A" lessons learned requirements (excluding
21, 1979, to

31, 1980."

'Part II of 'the-Order referred to NU' EG-0578 and the Commission's SeptemberR
13, 1979, and October 30, 1979 letters. Part III incorporated all threedocuments into the Order. Part III further stated, "The majority of
A' requirements by Januarylicensees including this licensee have committed to implement the ' Category

i

31, 1980
such implementation is complete." or the. reactor will be shutdown until
' delays because certain equipment might not be available.This "part" also discussed possible[

b

o

'
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Part IV of the Order states in part:

"IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

The Licensee by January 31, 1980, implement all ' Category A'
requirements (except the requirement of 2.1.7.a of NUREG-0578)
referred to in Part II of_this Order, except those for which
necessary equipment is previously shown, by appropriate docu-
mentary justification to the Director, Office of NRR, to be
unavailable, or, in the alternative, place and maintain its
facility in cold shutdown or refueling mode of operation.
' Category A' requirements not implemented by January 31, 1980,
owing to the unavailability of necessary equipment shall be
implemented within 30 days of the date such equipment becomes
available but no later than June 1,1980."

Part III of the Order also stated, " Requirements should be satisfied as
soon as practicable and in no instance shall a licensee with incomplete
' Category A' actions continue operation beyohd June 1,1980."

The inspection indicated the licensee's facility was shutdown for a major
outage between January 5,1980 and May 5,1980 and therefore, the licensee's
' Category A' required implementation date, was essentially moved to May
5, 1980. The June 1, 1980 date, however remained in effect.

Based on the results of this inspection, the licensee did not meet certain
January 1,1980 requirements (May 5,1980 in the case of this licensee).,

The following summary identifies those items which the licensee had not
completed at the time he began and continued to operate his facility in
apparent noncompliance with the January 2, 1980 NRC Confirmatory Order.

Z

i
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2.1.8.a.: Post-Accident Sampling - Summary

Procedures for:

Taking and Radiological Chemical
Sample of Handling Analysis -- Analysis

Primary Ccolant Marginal None* None*

Containment **None for first 7 None* Not
Atmosphere months of operation; Applicable

inadequate thereafter

* only precedures were for routine operational samples, none for accident
level samples.

** A letter, dated November 18, 1980 was issued to the licensee to confirm
NRC Region I's understanding that a procedure for taking and handling a
sample would be implemented.
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2.1.s.b.:
Increased Range of Ra_diation Monitors - Summary

Procedures For:
Required Ecuipment Taking Radiological Conversion ofCapability Irstalled(b) and Analysis mR/hr toHandling_ , _

Release RateNoble Yes, but Not NotGas None for firstdetectors Applicable ApplicableMonitors (a) were improperly 7 months of operation
installed for (d) (May through
approximately November,1980)
3 ronths on Main
Stack, 11
months in the
Reactor Building,
anc 15 months in
the Turbine Building.

Iodine Yes
Particulate None(c) None(c) Not Applicable
Effluent
Samplers

Containment
Radiation Not Inspected Because Not Yet Due At Timeof InspectionMonitors

(a)
The licensee chose to install the permanent noble gas monitors for th
main stack, Reactor Buildirg and Turbine Building rather than use "inte i "e
measures. rm

(b)
Equipment installation is not required to be complete until January 11982. (NUREG-0737) ,

(c)
for accident level samples.The only procecares were for routine operation samples, there were none

(d)
Since the Reactor Building detector was still improperly installed wh

.

the procedures for conversion were implemented en

release rate values yielded by the procedure were incorrect for 4 more, the Reactor Buildin;
months.

_
.. !
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9. Exit Interview -

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Section 1 of
the Report) at the conclusion of the inspection on June 26, 1981 and
summarized the purpose, scope and findings of the inspection.

.
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